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Flights resume at Damascus airport nearly 2 weeks after strike attributed to Israel At least five people were killed and 49 injured by a magnitude 6.1 earthquake in southern Iran early this morning, state media reported.

Five killed, dozens injured in Iran earthquake At least five people were killed and 49 injured by a magnitude 6.1 earthquake in southern Iran early on Saturday, state media reported, with the area also hit soon after by two strong quakes of up to ...

At least five killed in magnitude 6.1 quake on Iran Gulf coast A magnitude 6.1 earthquake killed at least 5 people while leaving 49 injured in southern Iran early on Saturday. The area was also hit soon after by ...

At least 5 die after magnitude 6.1 quake rocks Iran’s Gulf coast At least five people were killed and 49 injured by a magnitude 6.1 earthquake in southern Iran early on Saturday, state media reported, with the area also hit soon after by two strong quakes of up to ...

5 dead, 49 injured after 6.1 magnitude earthquake strikes Iran Gulf shipping and flights have not been affected by the quakes, which could be felt in several neighbouring countries. One hundred and fifty earthquakes and tremors have struck western Hormozgan over ...

Iranians begin clearing debris following a deadly magnitude-6.1 earthquake Saeid Pourzadeh of the Kish island crisis task force said Gulf shipping and flights ... Iran, which has suffered several devastating earthquakes in recent years. In 2003, a magnitude 6.6 quake in ...

Strong earthquake kills 5, injures 49 in southern Iran State TV said 150 quakes and tremors had struck western Hormozgan over the past month. Major geological fault lines crisscross Iran ... and flattened the ancient city of Bam.
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